
The power to manage store operations at the shelf edge and back room from the palm 
of your hand

NCR Power+ Mobile Store helps store associates complete the tasks required to run a retail store, informed by timely 
information delivered on modern devices. An intuitive interface lets them access their assigned workflows through 
configurable user profiles so that tag printing, price verification, receiving, and returns can all be accessed through a single 
system. Plus, department managers can generate purchase orders or warehouse orders by scanning items as they walk 
the aisles. All of these functions are enabled via wireless networks so that data is captured at the point of activity, and 
communicated across the enterprise in real time. 

NCR Power+ Mobile Store is part of our integrated mobile merchandising platform, providing a single user experience and 
mobile access to Power DAX, Power Inventory and Power HQ. The functionality is easy to learn, which minimizes training 
expense, improves user adoption and reduces the risk of costly mistakes. Since all of these solutions are fully integrated, 
there is no risk of data synchronization issues; store associates and corporate office staff have access to the exact same data 
in real time. 
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For more information,
visit www.ncr.com, or email industryhere@ncr.com.



NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the 
right to change specifications without prior notice.

All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. Consult 
your NCR representative or NCR office for the latest information.

NCR POWER+ Mobile Store is either a registered trademark or trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and/
or other countries. All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or 
service marks of their respective holders.
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Why NCR?

NCR Corporation (NYSE: NCR) is the global leader in 
consumer transaction technologies, turning everyday 
interactions with businesses into exceptional experiences. 
With its software, hardware, and portfolio of services,  
NCR enables more than 550 million transactions daily 
across retail, financial, travel, hospitality, telecom and 
technology, and small business. NCR solutions run the 
everyday transactions that make your life easier.

NCR is headquartered in Duluth, Georgia with over 30,000 
employees and does business in 180 countries. NCR is a 
trademark of NCR Corporation in the United States and 
other countries. The company encourages investors to visit its 
web site which is updated regularly with financial and other 
important information about NCR. 

Store deliveries, returns, and transfers - simplified
NCR Power+ Mobile Store allows store inventory to be 
managed accurately. As items are received, the system 
verifies the quantities and effective item costs on the 
delivery date versus the vendor data. This increases receiving 
efficiency and simplifies invoice reconciliation at both the 
store and corporate office. The solution supports direct store 
delivery (DSD) receipts, and receiving against open purchase 
orders or validation against EDI standard data. A streamlined 
method of receiving for trusted vendors means there is no 
need to receive line by line – only randomly selected items.

Store inventory controls with a corporate view
Having proper inventory discipline is essential to running a 
profitable store. NCR Power+ Mobile Store includes cycle 
count, smart count and free count functionality, so that on 
hand balances are accurate. NCR Power+ Mobile Store also 
supports cross-department and store-to-store transfers so 
that every movement is tracked, whether an item is to be 
used as a supply, consumed in another department, or sent to 
another location. Power+ Mobile Store helps store associates 
execute and monitor all inventory transactions, which allow 
store managers and corporate merchandisers to make better 
business decisions, and reduce risk of shrink.

• Mobile store operations management with easy-to-use 
screen navigation and access to relevant information

• Ensures accurate and profitable execution of store 
processes 

• Streamlines price validation, vendor deliveries and store 
transfers, ensuring inventory accuracy

• Eliminates data discrepancies between corporate and store 
systems 

• Reduces manual data entry with task-driven workflows for 
store operations

• Power HQ 

• Power DAX and Power Inventory

Product Benefits

Related Products Product Features

• Price verification with ability to request new or replacement 
shelf tags

• Generate or edit orders and PO’s for inventory and supplies

• Store receiving against PO’s, EDI documents, warehouse 
orders, and DSD

• Return to supplier, adjustments

• Put product on-hold in order to remove product from the 
operational inventory of the store but keep the product in 
the financial inventory of the store

• Add items to pick list to manage movement from the 
backroom to replenish the shelf

• Schedule and execute inventory counts

• Create, modify and complete in-store and store-to-store 
inventory transfers

• Offline mode for capturing data if network connectivity is 
interrupted


